Ton Hoenselaaars has assembled a valuable collection of essays examining Shakespeare's most politically enquiring plays. Despite the (implicit or explicit) keynote of celebration which frequently sets the tone of English major institutional theatrical revivals of Shakespeare's Histories-as when the Royal Shakespeare Company uses them as a rhetorical vehicle of self-defi nition-the plays themselves are, and often remain, intrinsically episodic and politically skeptical in their dramatization of hopes and disappointments which do not outlast a single lifetime, and so thwart a conventionally heroic sense of conclusion. Dennis Kennedy pertinently asks in his Foreword to the volume: "What is a nation? What is a national history? In Shakespeare's chronicles these questions are intensely localized to England and England's provinces" (), in the forms of plays so "directly conscious of public ideologies and private prerogatives, of dynastic and internecine angst or of the relationship of personality to power" as to provide a saga of a nation in terms of "precarious preservation shot through with torture and distress" () .  e resonances, poignancies, and ironies of these plays have a unique recurrent topicality, currently in relation to what Kennedy identifi es as the "great paradox of our time, " "the intense exercise of a residual form of nationalism amid a globalized economy and transnational politics" (). However, the collection has a further reach of ambition. Hoenselaars: "One of the aims is to study the various national responses to the plays with an eye to the process whereby diff erent political and cultural contexts have tended to accommodate the plays' implicit 'Englishness' " (). Notwithstanding the specifi cally English terms of the plays' inquiries, the contributors gather cumulative evidence of notable theatrical productions and resonances which are crucially restricted by, or to, their place of origin. Alexander Shurbanov and Boika Sokolova argue, as part of their account of the chronicle plays' productions in Bulgaria, that in "rewriting the histories the twentieth century diagnosed its own painful plight and reinscribed Shakespeare in the body of its post-World War II culture not as the author of unique dramatic creations based on old stories, but as a rich source of old texts to be reshaped for modern use-a legacy whose vigour resides in its endless susceptibility to meaningful revision and adaptation" (). Other essays consider the plays in production in Japan, Italy, Austria, Spain, France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.
Hoenselaars subdivides the collection into three sections: "Alienating Histories, " " e Appropriated Past, " and "Stage Adaptations of the Histories. " In the fi rst section, Andrew Murphy contributes a provocative essay on how Ireland "functions as a kind of liminal space-at one and the same time foreign and familiar" (), as part of how Shakespeare's Histories off er "a profound engagement with the issue of the uncertainties and fragmentation of national identities" (), in which the Irish and the Welsh particularly emerge as fi gures and forces of "liminal disruption, serving to interrogate the easy tropes of national self-imagining" ().  is prompts us to "ask ourselves what exactly constitutes the 'foreign' and to consider the question of where exactly the boundaries between the 'domestic' and the 'foreign' can be drawn" (). Murphy's essay leads eff ectively into Lisa Hopkins's analysis of how Wales fi gures in the plays as the "home and locus of a Britishness which is not quite Englishness" (); "Wales's status as physically marginal makes it prone to being treated as psychologically marginal too, " a territory of the fantastic where "rationality is prone to sudden violent, almost Gothic encounters with its Others" (). Hopkins concludes by asking trenchantly: "Can England … ever escape from its Welshness-or would to do so make it less than England?" (). While the subsequent assertion by Jean-Michel Déprats that Henry V is "less dialectic and ambiguous than the eight history plays that preceded it" () may be arguable, Déprats off ers a thoughtful account of his experiences in translating that play for a French audience.
 e collection boasts other vigorously challenging reappraisals. James N. Loehlin proposes how "Brecht's epic dramaturgy provided a justifi cation for the construction of" the Henry VI plays "which retain the episodic narHenry VI plays "which retain the episodic narHenry VI ration of the chronicles in place of an Aristotelian unity" whilst providing an "emphasis on the harsh economics of war and government" which is "thoroughly Brechtian" and has served as a "keynote for modern productions" of the plays ().  ere is unusually detailed consideration of King John-aptly described by Hoenselaars as "a play whose political stance interrogates and demystifi es rather than supports a unitary notion" of England ()-in Edward Burns's essay on performances of Shakespeare's plays as historical "cycles. " In what I thought the best argument of the collection, Burns points out how such epic production cycles have the advantage of providing a healthy alternative to conventional commercial theatre by requiring an ensemble; though he adds that the main disadvantage-from which arguably Michael Bogdanov and Michael Pennington's aggressively left-wing English Shakespeare Company arguably "never recovered"-is that "it builds a male-centred, male-defi ned company" ().  e  and larger subsidized companies face a paradox in the theatrical formulation of any non-Brechtian epic sense of "this England" in a situation where:
any certainty of the value of such an enterprise is called into question by the nature and tendency of the dramatic material from which the epic style is built. It seems to me that the "history" plays question what "history" is, and show us "history in the making" in that they derive so much of their dynamic from the clash between rival characters or groups who seek to "make history" … in their own competing terms.  e battle is over what is digested, remembered, understood.  e internal dramas of the plays are in themselves a challenge to the idea of an overarching "historical" structure on which the "cycles" are predicated. ()  us, claims Burns, whilst a theatrical image of nation and spirit may have been formulated and affi rmed, Shakespeare's plays present "history as made out of the uncontrolled, often embarrassing, emotions of a dysfunctional multinational family, " in ways contrary to the drives of national integration myths: "as this happens, [Shakespeare's Histories] can be seen to mock the audience's need to pull together, to fi nd a larger frame for the interfamilial squabbles in front of us" ().
Hoenselaars's collection off ers many examples of such lively skeptical thought to identify and counter many forms of national and theatrical parochialism, and their intrinsic restrictions.  e assembled essays argue enthusiastically and convincingly for the valuable strengths of Shakespeare's Histories in opposing the restrictions of ostensibly selflegitimating power. Baker moved beyond such narrow conceptions of Modernism in the s and s so that Ruth Keresztesi's contention that her approach of getting beyond the canon is controversial and innovative is unsustainable. She does "rethink the project of American literary modernism from the perspective and peripheral locales of ethnic writers" (xiii) and in doing so brings some interesting critiques to bear on a wide range of authors, but her approach is hardly earth shattering. As she says, "I critique the taken for granted high modernist standards of American modernism, reread the canon from its ethnic perspectives and suggest that modernism and ethnicity were intimately connected within American version of modernism" (). I would like to know "taken for granted" by whom? Surely
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